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Abstract—Non-volatile memory (NVM) provides persistent
memory semantics with access latencies comparable to volatile
DRAM. The persistent nature of NVM requires the application
developers to design data consistency mechanisms for failure
recovery, without which application may end up with inconsistent
memory state after a power failure or a system crash. Most
commonly employed methods use architectural support for cache
line flushing and memory fencing to enforce ordering of writes
to NVM.

In this paper, we study the performance overhead of different
hardware primitives used to achieve NVM consistency on Intel
x86-64 and Arm64 systems using micro-benchmarks. Further,
we also empirically analyze the impact of working set size and
memory access characteristics (read-to-write ratio) of applica-
tions on different data consistency techniques. Logging based
mechanisms (e.g., redo and undo logging), commonly used for
NVM consistency, also use underlying architectural primitives
like cache flushing. We comparatively study the overheads of
redo and undo logging with different architectural primitives.
The analysis presented in this paper can be useful to improve
the software/hardware architecture, develop efficient applications
and perform better capacity planning in NVM systems.

Index Terms—Non-volatile memory, persistent barriers,
clflush, clwb, redo-undo logging

I. INTRODUCTION

Byte addressable Non-Volatile Memory (NVM1) not only

provides persistent memory semantics but also enables large

memory capacity with access latencies comparable to volatile

memory (DRAM). The persistent semantics offers an attractive

alternative to meet data persistence requirements of applica-

tions’ without relying heavily on off-the-chip persistent storage

devices (e.g., HDDs and SSDs) and complex storage manage-

ment middleware such as file systems [1]. The traditional ap-

plication programmer interfaces are already going through an

overhaul to leverage the benefits of NVM by storing the data

directly in NVM, avoiding any serialization requirements [2].

However, the transition from volatile memory to non-volatile

memory presents some unique challenges. One of the ma-

jor research challenges is to design specialized techniques

to provide consistent memory state for applications using

NVM across system restarts. Considering the intricacies of

processor-memory data path organization, traditional file sys-

tem or database techniques (e.g., journaling and transactions)

may require non-trivial adaptation. To provide consistency and

1NVM and NVRAM are used interchangeably throughout the paper

atomicity guarantees for the applications using NVM, several

techniques are proposed [3]–[6].

To leverage the full benefits of the NVM systems, appli-

cations can store and access data in the form of in-memory

data structures residing in the NVM. The root cause of

inconsistency arises in the event of a system crash where

hardware caches and other volatile micro-architectural compo-

nents lose in-flight memory modifications. There can be two

major repercussions in the above scenario—(i) the system is

left in a corrupt memory state, and (ii) the expected program

execution state is different from the non-volatile memory state.

One of the approaches used to address this inconsistency is to

allow the application developer achieve a guaranteed temporal

order for persisting the data into the persistent domain (i.e.,

NVM) [7]. With this approach, the application developer is

guaranteed to see the updated memory content even after an

abrupt system reboot caused due to software/hardware failure.

Persistent barrier is one of the techniques to achieve NVM

consistency in an efficient manner. The application program-

mer (or the NVM support library) can place persistent barriers

at appropriate places to ensure data propagation to the NVM

and achieve crash consistency. In this paper, we analyze the
performance implications of different architectural primitives
for NVM consistency. Other techniques like controlling the

data cache behavior using page table attributes (e.g., PAT in

x86) results in significant performance overheads (as we show

in Section III) and are not considered in this paper.

The primitive architectural artifacts such as cache flush

and memory fences are used to realize persistent barriers in

NVM systems [7]. Logging based techniques (similar to file

system journaling) such as redo or undo logging [5], [8]–[11]

also depend heavily on the architectural implementation of

persistent barriers. For example, the log write operations used

for redo and undo logging techniques depend on the persistent

barriers to achieve crash consistency. Persistent barriers also

play a key role in the data structures, memory allocators and

memory management schemes proposed specifically for NVM

[12]–[19]. Most instruction set architectures (ISAs) provide a

set of instructions (e.g., clflush and mfence in x86 ISA)

along with required extension of the persistent domain (e.g.,

battery powered memory controller a.k.a. Intel ADR [20])

to propagate changes to NVM in a consistent manner. We

empirically analyze the performance overhead of different data

consistency methods provided by Intel x86-64 (clflush,
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clflushopt, clwb) and Arm64 (civac, cvac) ISAs [21]

[22]. Through this empirical study, we try to answer following

questions,

1) What is the performance overhead of different consistency

primitives for different ISAs (x86-64 and Arm64) with single

and multi-threaded applications?

2) How does the memory footprint and access characteristics

(read-to-write ratio) of different applications influence the

performance overhead of different data consistency methods?

3) Transaction-based consistency mechanisms like redo and

undo logging use the underlying architectural persistence

barriers to achieve atomic update semantics. In this context, an

interesting question is: What is the comparative performance

overheads for redo and undo logging schemes with different

data consistency methods?

Answering the above questions can provide guidelines for

application/middleware developers to choose the right tech-

nique and account for the resource overheads during capacity

planning. Moreover, the analysis presented in this paper can

provide directions to improve the efficiency of architectural

primitives for NVM consistency. In this paper, we have used a

set of workloads designed to operate on well known data struc-

tures and executed them on Gem5 simulation platform [23] to

analyze the performance implication and provide justifications

through different architecture layer metrics.

Some important observations from this empirical study are,

1) There is no one-size-fits-all approach to choosing consis-

tency primitives, as the performance overhead of consistency

primitives depend upon the nature of workload. For example,

we observed that linear queue incurred the highest and cuckoo

hashing the lowest performance overhead across different

consistency primitives on x86-64 and Arm64 NVM systems.

While advanced primitives like clwb (in x86-64) and cvac
(in ARM) performed better than other techniques in most

scenarios, there were workloads and setups for which the prim-

itives did not offer any benefits, sometimes caused marginal

performance degradation compared to other techniques like

clflush and civac. Moreover, there are many instances

where the fence operation becomes a significant bottleneck

independent of the cache flush method.

2) The influence of memory footprint and memory access

pattern on performance overhead of data consistency primi-

tives are found to be mostly depended on the nature of work-

load. The performance overheads of cuckoo hashing (Table

I) remained the lowest across all working set sizes while the

maximum influence of memory access characteristics (read-to-

write ratio) was observed for queue data structure. The results

also show a decrease in relative performance overheads when

the application working set does not fit in the cache hierarchy.

3) The choice of underlying architectural persistence barrier

plays a key role in the performance of logging based NVM

consistency (redo and undo). Redo logging with clwb per-

formed better than clflush and clflushopt whereas

clflush or clflushopt performs better than clwb for

some cases with undo logging which suggests that clwb is not
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(b) With persistent barrier

Fig. 1: Consistency issue with non-volatile memory and so-

lution using persistent barrier (shown as PBarrier) tech-

niques. [A, B - NVM Addresses, Store(A, 1) - writes 1 to

NVM address A]

always the best while using undo logging. The performance of

redo logging varied from x86-64 to Arm64 where redo showed

performance overhead for most of the cases on Arm64 but

performed better on x86-64.

The contributions of this paper are as follows,

• We perform detailed experimental analysis of perfor-

mance overheads with different NVM consistency mech-

anisms available in x86-64 and ARM64 architectures.

• We study the performance implications with different

parameters like workload type, memory footprint and

memory access characteristics along with causal insights.

• We show comparative analysis of redo and undo logging

mechanisms on x86-64 and ARM64 systems with differ-

ent logging requirements.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we discuss the importance of data consis-

tency in NVM and different architectural primitives based on

cache flush instructions and memory barriers available on x86-

64 and Arm64 ISAs. We also explain the working of undo and

redo logging techniques to achieve failure atomicity in NVM

systems.

A. Importance of Data Consistency in NVM

Modern systems have multiple levels of caches with a last-

level cache (LLC) shared across cores (Figure 1). CPU caches

offer significant performance improvements by leveraging both

temporal and spatial locality of memory accesses and help to
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2. PBarrier(A )
3. store(B,1)

1. store (A,1) 2a. fence
2b. flush(A)
2c. fence

Fig. 2: Flush + Fence persistent barrier primitive

bridge the memory wall problem to a large extent. However,

the volatile nature of caches pose new challenges when NVM

is accessed using LOAD and STORE instructions as caches

lose data in the event of a power failure or a crash. At the

core, the challenge is the possible inconsistency between the

execution state (program counter, register values etc.) and the

memory state in the event of a system crash.

In Figure 1a, we show an example of inconsistency while

using two store instructions to NVM addresses A and B
without any persistent barrier. There can be two consistency

issues if the system crashes before the cache line containing

the updated value of A is written back to the non-volatile

memory and the program counter (PC) is pointed to the

address of the instruction following Store B. First, at the

time of application restart, assuming the PC is restarted to

an instruction after the store instructions, the application will
not see the updated value of A. Second, if the cache line

corresponding to B is written back before A, at the time of

restart, the application will find that B is updated while A
is not. This is a more serious issue as it makes any smart

recovery process non-deterministic; the recovery process can

not determine where to resume analyzing the memory content

at the time of application restart. With a persistent barrier

(Figure 1b), the cache line corresponding to store address (A in

the example) is written back till the persistent domain such that

the data is guaranteed to be in NVM in the event of a system

crash. The persistent domain includes a specialized memory

controller with persistent write queues (Write Pending Queue

(WPQ) in Figure 1) to ensure data persistence once the write-

back request is queued. Implementation of persistent barrier

depends on the ISA as we discuss in the next subsection. Note

that, one of the solutions to the consistency issues can be

persistent caches [20] which is not in the scope of this paper.

B. Data Consistency Methods using Flush and Fence

Persistent barrier implemented by combining flush and

fence instructions is shown in Figure 2. In both Intel x86-64

and Arm64, the persistent barrier is realized through different

combination of instructions as we discuss in this subsection.

1) Intel x86-64: Intel x86-64 provides three cache flush

instructions—clflush, clflushopt and clwb, with sub-

tle differences in their implementation. clflush invalidates

the cache line containing the linear address from all the

levels of cache hierarchy and performs write back of the dirty

cache lines to the memory, if required. clflushopt is an

optimized variant of clflush, as it allows concurrency while

flushing multiple cache lines [20]. On the other hand, clwb
writes back the modified cache line and retains the cache line

in a clean state. As a result, clwb is beneficial for the cases

where future accesses to the data are expected. clflush,
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Fig. 3: Working example of undo and redo logging approaches

for NVM consistency. (1) shows initial value of A, (2) shows

logged information [Address of A, value], and (3) shows

modified value of A.

clflushopt and clwb are ordered by store-fence (mfence
and sfence) instructions. The persistent barrier in Figure 2

can be optimized in x86-64 systems by removing fence at

line 2a because of the following reasons. clflush instruction

orders with respect to writes and other clflush instructions.

Similarly, the clflushopt and clwb instructions order with

respect to older writes to the cache-line being invalidated [21].

2) Arm64: Arm Cortex-A provides mechanisms to invali-
date or clean a cache line. civac and cvac are two such

operations provided by Arm64 to perform invalidate or clean
on data caches. The civac performs both clean and invalidate
of a virtual address to the point of coherency and cvac
performs clean of a virtual address to point of coherency;

more information about Point of Coherency (PoC) is given

below.

Invalidation of a cache line clears the valid bit; cleaning
writes the content of cache line to next level of cache or to

main memory if the line is marked as dirty. Cleaning clears

the dirty bit and makes the content of a cache line consistent

with the next level of cache or memory. The invalidate or

clean operation takes either the virtual address, or set and way

of the cache-line. In case of virtual address, Arm64 allows

invalidation and clean operations at two points—(i) Point of

Coherency (PoC) and (ii) Point of Unification (PoU). PoC

is the point at which all observers see the same copy of a

memory location and PoU for a core is the point at which

all operations of the core see the same copy of a memory

location. Both civac and cvac operates at PoC [22].

For the implementation of persistent barrier (Figure 2) on

Arm64, we used data memory barrier to the inner shareable

domain (DSB ISH) as fence [22] along with civac and

cvac operations.

C. NVM Consistency using Logging

Logging based NVM consistency techniques provide trans-

action semantics with atomicity guarantees [7]. Figure 3 shows

the working of a failure-atomic update transaction (marked be-

tween begin_tx and end_tx) using log based mechanisms.

The undo log mechanism stores the old value (in a log area

in the NVM) prior to the modification and discards the log if

operations in atomic block complete successfully (Figure 3a).
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TABLE I: Micro-benchmarks used in the experiments

Benchmarks Description
BST Binary Search Tree
BST P Parallel Binary Search Tree
CUH Cuckoo Hashing Table [26]
QUE Linear Queue
RBT Red-black Tree [27]

A recovery mechanism uses the value in the undo log to revert

back changes in case of a failure. Read operations inside an

atomic block accesses the values directly from the correspond-

ing memory addresses as the memory contains the updated

values. In the example shown in Figure 3a, store(A,1)
creates an undo log entry containing the address and the old

value of A. Application is allowed to modify the value of A
inside the atomic block after persisting the undo log entry

(using a persistent barrier) as shown in Figure 3a.

With redo log technique, the updated values are stored in the

log during the transaction and the application read requests to

modified variables are served from the log area (Figure 3b).

The log entries are written to the memory locations during

the transaction commit which is known as synchronous redo

logging. The application can also apply log entries to memory

locations in an asynchronous manner after committing the

atomic block. The recovery mechanism re-performs the opera-

tions in the redo log entries during recovery (after a failure). In

the redo logging example shown in Figure 3b, store(A,1)
creates a redo log entry containing the address and the updated

value of A. Application updates the value of A during commit

operation after persisting the redo log as shown in Figure 3b.

Transaction commit is faster with undo logging compared

to redo logging since the data structure is modified in place

for undo logging whereas redo logging requires applying

the changes during commit. Failed transaction recovery is

faster for redo since the data structure is not modified until

transaction commits whereas undo requires applying the log

entries during recovery. There is also a difference in the

number of persistent barriers required for undo and redo

logging techniques—undo requires a fence for each log write

while redo requires only one fence for all log entries during

the commit [24]. Undo logging performs better for workloads

with more reads and it is more sensitive to read-write ratio as

observed by Hu et. al [25]. The redo logging incurs additional

overhead of redirecting reads to the log area for getting

updated value.

III. SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

A. Benchmarks and Parameters

We have used micro-benchmarks using different well known

data structures (Table I) to study the performance overhead of

different data consistency methods.

BST benchmark performs insert, delete and search oper-

ations on a binary search tree. One of the data consistency

methods (passed as a parameter to the benchmark) is used

after each insert and delete operation to push changes into the

persistence domain. BST P is a parallel implementation of

TABLE II: Working set sizes used for experiments

Type Size Description Inserts Deletes Searches*
Tiny 0.90 x L1-D Size 460 400 600
Small 0.90 x L2 Size 7370 4000 6000
Medium 0.90 x LLC Size 29490 4000 6000
Large 4 x LLC Size 131070 4000 6000
*Queue does not support search operations

binary search tree using POSIX threads to parallelize search

and update operations where a read-write lock is used for

synchronization across the three operations.

CUH benchmark uses cuckoo hashing [26], a dictionary

data structure with constant worst case lookup time. Cuckoo

hashing uses two hash tables, with two hash functions hash1
and hash2, respectively. Every key x is stored in the cell

hash1(x) of the 1st table or the cell hash2(x) of the 2nd

table. During insertion of any key x, if the cell hash1(x)
is free, then key is inserted there. Otherwise, the previous

occupant of the cell hash1(x) becomes “nestless” after x
is inserted in that position. The nestless key is inserted into

the 2nd table by following the same procedure until a free slot

or “MaxLoop” count is reached. Reaching “MaxLoop” count

results in resizing of the hash table. Note that, an insertion may

cause multiple keys to become “nestless”. We use different

data consistency methods every time any cell in either of the

the hash tables is updated.

QUE benchmark is based on linear queue with a head

and a tail pointer providing enqueue and dequeue operations.

Enqueue operation adds a new element at the rear end and

updates the tail pointer. The enqueue operation ensures that

both tail pointer and newly added item reach persistence do-

main by using one of the data consistency methods. Dequeue

operation removes an item from the front and updates the head

pointer while ensuring that the head pointer updation reach the

persistent domain.

RBT benchmark performs different operations on a height

balanced binary search tree (red-black tree) with red-black
properties—(i) each node is either red or black, (ii) both

children of a red node are black, (iii) path from a node to

descendant leaves have same number of black nodes, and,

(iv) root and leave nodes are black. An insert or delete

operation may violate the red-black property, thus requiring

change of color for multiple nodes or rotation operations to

restore the red-black properties. RBT uses one of the data

consistency methods when the RB tree is updated to ensure

data persistence.

To study the performance implications with different cache

working set size, we have used four variants— tiny, small,
medium and large (Table II), as parameters for the exper-

iments. Table II shows the number of insert, delete and

search operations performed under each working set size

variant; insert and delete operations maintain the working

set size (mentioned under the size description) of the micro-

benchmarks. For example, in case of tiny working set, size

of micro-benchmarks always fits into L1 data cache (L1-D)

while performing insert and delete operations.
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TABLE III: Gem5 configuration (used for Section IV)

CPU Out-of-order CPU
L1-D/I 32 KiB/core (8 way)
L2 512KiB/core (16 way)
L3 2 MiB/core shared (16 way)
MSHRs 16, 32, 32/core at L1-D, L2, L3
Cache data access latency 2, 9, 15 cycles at L1-D, L2, L3
Cache line size 64 B in L1, L2, L3
Replacement policy LRU
L1 prefetcher StridePrefetcher with degree=4
Memory controller Nvmain* [28]
Memory PCM with configuration based on [29]
Memory capacity 10 GB (20GB for section IV-B1)
*Gem5 NVM Interface [30] used for results in section IV-B1

TABLE IV: System Parameters (used for Section III-C)

CPU Xeon(R) 3.20GHz
L1-D/I 32KB (8 way)
L2 1MB (16 way)
L3 8MB (11 way)
OS Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS
Kernel 4.19.13

B. Redo and Undo Logging

As discussed in Section II-C, undo logging techniques

record old values and discard them on success whereas redo

logging techniques record new values and applies them on

success. To study the influence of different data consistency

primitives with redo and undo logging schemes, we used a

micro-benchmark that maintains the LRU order of data items

in presence of different access patterns. The LRU micro-

benchmark consists of a linked list of items where the recently

accessed item is maintained at the head of the list. The

implementation consists of a hash-table to speed up the access

where an entry in the hash-table corresponds to an item in

linked list. The hash-table entry indexes into the linked list and

the item moves to the head position after the access. To ensures

failure atomicity, undo or redo logging is implemented as a

linked list of entries with each entry consisting of a <address,

value> pair, where the value is a pointer to a memory address

of configurable size to support different data items. In our redo

implementation, read access is implemented by looking up the

item in the LRU data structure. Our study differs from Wan et

al. [25] as we have compared the performance with different

persistent barrier primitives while Wan et al. [25] used redo

and undo logging with Intel PMDK framework.

We have configured Gem5 [23] with the configuration

parameters shown in Table III for the experimental evaluation.

C. Why do we focus on flush based data consistency methods?

Even though cache line flushing is the most commonly used

approach to ensure data consistency in NVM, other alternative

mechanisms can be designed using cache bypassing, write-

through caches or non-temporal stores [31]. To understand the

behavior of these alternatives, we compared the performance

overhead with uncacheable (UC) and write-through (WT) [21]

memory against different cache line flush based data consis-

tency methods. We used a set of micro-benchmarks (Table
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I), with LLC thrashing working set size, on an Intel x86-64

system with configuration mentioned in Table IV.

We have used Page Attribute Table (PAT) of x86-64 systems

to set the memory type as UC or WT. We augmented the

mmap system call in the Linux kernel (v4.19.13) to introduce

a special flag (MAP_SENSITIVE) to allow the user space

to control the caching behavior. Depending on the value of

the flag passed from the user space, any given virtual address

range is mapped as UC or WT by configuring the page table

entry with appropriate PAT value [21]. Figure 4 shows the

performance overhead of different data consistency methods

normalized to noflush. The performance overheads with UC

and WT is significantly higher (between 5X - 31X) compared

to the cache line flush based data consistency methods. The

results clearly demonstrates the benefits of cache flushing

based techniques and therefore, we focus on studying different

cache line flushing based data consistency methods in this

paper.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Performance overhead of data consistency methods

In this subsection, we study the performance overhead of

different data consistency methods with x86-64 and Arm64

systems (simulated using Gem5) using the micro-benchmarks

mentioned in Table I. To analyze the performance implication

of working set size with different levels of cache occupancy,

we varied the working set size by configuring the benchmark

parameters as mentioned in Table II.

1) Performance with x86-64: Figure 5 shows the perfor-

mance slowdown of different micro-benchmarks with different

data consistency methods. The slowdown is the ratio of

completion time with different data consistency methods and

noflush (i.e., not using any data consistency method). We

can observe that clflush and clflushopt resulted in

similar slowdown across all working set sizes with all work-

loads. This is primarily due to the inevitable requirement of

ordering the flushes to ensure NVM consistency which negates
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the optimizations (i.e., concurrency of flush operations) pro-

vided by clflushopt (Refer Section II for details). With

clwb, the performance overheads are lower (by 1X-1.3X)

compared to both clflush and clflushopt depending

on the benchmark and working set size. The performance

overheads of different flush methods vary between (1X-2.5X)

compared to noflush, where QUE benchmark resulted in

the highest performance overhead for all working set sizes

and CUH has the lowest for all working set sizes.

For QUE micro-benchmark, with clflush and

clflushopt, each insert results in two additional cache

misses—(i) cache miss while updating the next pointer of

the previously inserted element and (ii) cache miss while

updating tail pointer. The delete operation also results in

additional cache misses while updating the head pointer.

By taking large working set size as an example, we can

see the impact on the cache miss at L1-D for QUE with

clflush and clflushopt compared to other benchmarks

(Table V). QUE also resulted in highest MPKI2 (based on

demand misses for CPU data) at LLC for clflush and

clflushopt as shown in Table V. It is interesting to

note that, QUE with clwb resulted in significant slowdown

(Figure 5) even though the MPKI at LLC was lower compared

to other techniques (Table V). This can be explained by

analyzing the delay in committing the reorder buffer (ROB)

head. The total number of times ROB commit has to stall

due to non-speculative instruction reaching head of the ROB

is high for clwb and all other data consistency methods in

comparison with noflush as shown in Table V. Therefore,

the presence of memory fences to order flushes contributes

significantly towards the overall performance overhead.

The highest number of commit stalls at ROB head is for

clflush and decreases by 33% to 50% with clflushopt
or clwb for all micro-benchmarks except for BST P. BST P

experiences high number of commit stalls at the ROB head

even with noflush due to usage of locks.

2misses per kilo instruction

TABLE V: Cache miss and ROB stall behavior with

large working set

Methods BST CUH QUE
LLC MPKI

noflush 1.74 1.68 5.23
clflush 1.79 1.68 20.42
clflushopt 1.79 1.67 19.27
clwb 1.69 1.66 0.69

L1-D miss rate
noflush 6.23 0.65 2.63
clflush 5.97 0.63 7.89
clflushopt 5.96 0.63 7.55
clwb 6.03 0.63 3.11

#commit stalls at ROB
noflush 6 34 6
clflush 798,423 3,348,775 536,286
clflushopt 532,284 2,232,528 270,146
clwb 532,284 2,232,528 270,146

The minimum performance overhead of CUH with different

data consistency methods can be correlated with its similar

miss rates at L1-D and similar MPKI values at LLC (Table

V). The similar cache miss behavior can be attributed to the

number of keys becoming “nestless” during inserts, which

remains same across all techniques. The L1-D miss rate and

LLC MPKI indicates that, CUH benchmark do not exhibit high

temporal locality, and therefore, the performance impacts due

to cache line flushing is negligible.

We observed a decrease in slowdown (with all flush meth-

ods) between medium and large working set sizes as shown

in Figure 5. Increase in time taken for noflush can result

in comparatively lower slowdown because we calculate the

slowdown in a relative manner (w.r.t. the noflush perfor-

mance). As the medium working set benchmark fits into the

LLC while large working set does not, noflush resulted in

better performance with medium working set by maximizing

the benefits of temporal locality of memory accesses. There-

fore, there is a decrease in the relative slowdown with large

working set size compared to that of medium working set

size. We can confirm the change in noflush performance

under medium and large working set sizes by comparing the

MPKI at LLC with noflush and clflush methods by

taking BST benchmark as an example. The MPKI values at

LLC for medium working set size were—0.22 for noflush,

1.04 for clflush, 1.04 for clflushopt and 0.22 for

clwb (not shown in Table). The MPKI at LLC for clflush
compared to noflush is 3.7X and 0.02X for medium and

large working sets, respectively, resulting in higher relative

performance overhead for medium working set.
2) Performance with Arm64: We characterized the perfor-

mance of different benchmarks (Table I) with civac and

cvac consistency primitives for ARM (Refer Section II for

details). We observed that cvac performed better and resulted

in lower slowdown compared to civac across all micro-

benchmarks and working set sizes. We can functionally equate

cvac with clwb as both of these mechanisms retain cache

line in a clean state and shows same performance trend across

different working set sizes. Like in the case of x86-64, QUE

benchmark resulted in the highest performance overhead for
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methods in Arm64 systems. Y-axis values are slowdown

normalized to noflush (lower the better)

TABLE VI: Influence of read-to-write ratio on

performance slowdown

Benchmark read-light read-balanced read-heavy
civac

BST 1.67 1.78 1.89
BST P 1.54 1.64 1.97
QUE 2.47 2.34 2.22
RBT 1.66 1.71 1.82

cvac
BST 1.53 1.63 1.83
BST P 1.45 1.48 1.88
QUE 2.08 1.98 1.88
RBT 1.48 1.51 1.61

all working set sizes and CUH has the lowest for all working

set sizes. We observed that the performance overhead of QUE

is associated with the cost of ordering clean operations because

MPKI at LLC for QUE is lower for cvac than for noflush
and total number of times commit has to stall is higher for

cvac than noflush due to usage of memory fence to order

writes to NVM.

To study the impact of application memory access behavior,

we performed an experiment where the ratio between read and

write operations is used as a parameter. For this experiment,

we used three variants for each benchmark—(i) read-light with

read:write ratio as 10:90 (ii) read-balanced with read:write

ratio as 50:50 and (iii) read-heavy with read:write ratio as

90:10. Note that, the write operations comprise of both insert

and delete operations. All benchmarks with different working

set sizes resulted in similar slowdown across the three variants

(i.e., read-heavy, read-balance and read-light) except for the

medium working set (shown in Table VI). With increase in

percentage of read operations, the performance overhead in-

creased for all benchmarks except for QUE. With read-heavy,

BST P resulted in 1.27X performance degradation compared

to read-light. Interestingly, QUE resulted in comparatively less

overheads with increasing number of read operations—with

read-heavy, QUE resulted in �10% less overhead compared

to read-light; the L1-D miss rate is reduced by �5% with

read-heavy as compared with read-light for QUE.
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Fig. 7: Influence of data consistency methods based on nature

of update operations for different logging requirements in x86-

64. Y-axis values are speedup w.r.t. vanilla case of no logging

(lower the better).

B. Influence on Redo and Undo Logging

1) Performance with x86-64: We studied the performance

overhead of redo and undo logging with different data con-

sistency methods used to ensure consistency of the LRU

benchmark (Section III-B). The characterization uses nature

of modifications (Data-only, Meta-only, Hybrid) and logging

requirements (Log Heavy, Log Medium, Log Light) as pa-

rameters for a transaction with total 1000 operations. In the

LRU benchmark, Data-only corresponds to a write access

operation to an object in the LRU list where both the LRU

structure and object data are modified. Meta-only refers to a

read operation to an object in the LRU list where the LRU

structure is modified. Hybrid comprises of 75% of Data-only
and 25% of Meta-only accesses. The logging requirement

denotes the percentage of total operations requiring logging.

For example, Log-Heavy requires logging for 90% of total

operations performed in the LRU benchmark. All operations
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TABLE VII: x86-64: L1-D cache miss and

replacements with logging

Methods Data-only Meta-only Hybrid
L1-D miss rate with logging

Log Heavy
vanilla 20.46 20.43 20.27
redo 18.44 18.52 17.76
undo 20.23 20.27 20.17

Log Medium
vanilla 15.60 15.59 15.51
redo 14.65 14.81 14.58
undo 14.75 15.55 14.41

Log Light
vanilla 11.27 11.33 11.26
redo 11.08 11.20 11.19
undo 10.59 11.28 11.16

% of change in L1-D replacements with redo
Log Heavy <0.1% ↓ <0.1% ↓ 21.89% ↑
Log Medium <0.4% ↑ <0.4% ↑ 12.62% ↑
Log Light <0.3% ↑ <0.3% ↑ 3.18% ↑

↑ increase ↓ decrease w.r.t. vanilla

are performed under a single transaction demarcated between

tx begin and tx end.

We observed that, using undo log caused slight performance

slowdown for all modification categories and all types of log-

ging requirements whereas, the redo log performed better for

all modification categories except for Hybrid (Figure 7). With

redo log, clwb performed marginally better than clflush
and clflushopt. We also observed that, clflush or

clflushopt performs better than clwb for some cases with

undo log which suggests that clwb is not always the best.

The benefit of using redo log can be explained by analyzing

the reduction of L1-D cache miss rate (TableVII) for redo

with clwb. We also noticed that L1-D cache write-backs are

reduced (between 31% to 5%) in comparison with vanilla
while using redo with clwb (because of log access locality).

One possible reason for comparatively higher performance

slowdown for Hybrid with redo logging can be the L1-

D cache pollution since L1-D replacements are increased

with Hybrid as shown in Table VII for clwb with respect

to vanilla. This cache pollution may be created by the

hardware prefetcher at L1-D since we noticed a 37% increase

in the number of prefetch requests issued for Hybrid compared

to vanilla.

2) Performance with Arm64: We repeated the logging ex-

periments (with same workload scenario as in Section IV-B1)

for ARM using the Gem5 simulator. We observed that both

redo and undo logging resulted in slowdown with all types

of LRU access patterns and logging requirements as shown in

Figure 8. Similar to the previous experiment, the slowdown

shown in the figure is normalized to vanilla. Cvac per-

formed better than civac with redo as cvac is functionally

equivalent to clwb. Further, cvac also performed better with

undo for most of the cases, especially with medium logging

requirement.

The benefit of cvac with redo logging can be correlated

with better cache performance since we observed lower L1-

D miss rate while using redo with cvac in comparison to
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Fig. 8: Arm64: Influence of data consistency methods based on

nature of update operations for different logging requirements.

Y-axis values are slowdown w.r.t. vanilla case of no logging

(lower the better).

vanilla as shown in Table VIII. Similar to x86-64 setup,

the higher slowdown under Hybrid set of modifications with

redo can be correlated with increase in L1-D replacements

under redo compared to vanilla. We observed an increase in

performance slowdown while using redo for meta-only mod-

ification with light logging requirements; this is because the

completion time of LRU benchmark using redo with cvac for

meta-only modifications increased by 1.18% (Log Medium),

3.4% (Log Light) as compared with data-only modifications,

whereas vanilla case decreased by 1.16% (Log Medium),

1.11% (Log Light) as compared with data-only modifications.

C. Influence on co-running applications

Data consistency operations (flush+fence) may influence the

performance of co-running applications due to the presence

of shared resources such as LLC, internal buffers and inter-

connects. We studied the impact of data consistency methods
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TABLE VIII: Arm64: L1-D miss rate with logging

using cvac

Methods Data-only Meta-only Hybrid
Log Heavy

vanilla 21.41 21.47 21.39
redo 19.15 18.99 18.43
undo 21.16 21.22 21.12

Log Medium
vanilla 16.64 16.68 16.61
redo 14.58 14.12 15.02
undo 16.57 16.58 16.54

Log Light
vanilla 12.01 12.04 12.04
redo 10.34 9.69 11.42
undo 12.06 12.03 12.03

on the performance of co-running standard applications. We

used a x86-64, 4-core GEM5 setup where core-0 executed

SPEC CPU 2017 [32] and the remaining three cores executed

a mix of different benchmarks selected from the set of

micro-benchmarks (Table I). These micro-benchmarks were

configured with large working set size. The performance of

different SPEC benchmarks co-running with a mixture of

micro-benchmarks was compared with different flush methods

against the case when micro-benchmarks did not use any

flush method. We observed that, among the SPEC benchmarks

selected, except for 544.nab r, there was no significant impact

of the flush operations on the co-running application. There

was a 5% slowdown for nab with clwb compared to the

noflush scenario (because of LLC contention). We conclude

that, the intermittent data consistency operations have neg-

ligible influence on the co-running applications because the

persistent barrier operations do not significantly affect LLC

and memory resource sharing aspects. However, it will be

interesting to study a memory and cache congested scenario

to analyze the extent of the performance implications which

we leave as a future work.

Summary: Performance trends are similar across x86-64 and

Arm64 ISAs. For applications exhibiting temporal locality,

clwb (x86-64) and cvac (Arm64) primitives are compara-

tively better than others (clflush, civac etc.). We also

observed memory barriers required for ordering contribute

significantly to the overall performance overhead.

V. RELATED WORK

Recent research in NVM systems proposed changes at

different layers of the computing stack—system software, lan-

guage runtimes, and application layer data structure design—

to efficiently realize the advantages of NVM. Most of the

proposed techniques use the underlying persistent primitives

to address failure atomicity concerns in NVMs.

Application and runtime systems: Many existing works pro-

posed changes to programming libraries and data structures to

make them suitable for non-volatile memory by incorporating

failure atomicity characteristics. These include memory alloca-

tors [15] [16], programming models [33] [20] and data struc-

ture modifications [12]–[14]. Schwalb et al. have proposed a

user mode memory allocator for NVM with support from the

underlying NVM aware file system [15]. Intel’s PMDK [20]

provides a set of libraries and tools for persistent memory

programming. Similarly, NVthreads [33] and Atlas [9] provide

programming models for multi-threaded NVM programs by

inferring failure atomic section using synchronization points

and tracking changes at OS page granularity. All of the above

frameworks use architectural persistent barriers as the basic

support technique for NVM consistency.

NoveLSM [13] uses mutable persistent memtables (stored

on NVM) and provides optimistic parallel reads to multiple

levels of LSM. NoveLSM uses an extended version of Lev-

elDB to implement persistent memtables which in turn uses

persistent barriers for crash consistency. Similarly, Zuo et al.

[14] have proposed a write optimized hash indexing scheme

for non-volatile memory using cache flushing.

Logging: Logging and versioning based techniques provide

failure atomicity enabling a set of operations to complete

or fail in an atomic manner. Venkataraman et al. [34] used

versioning to enable failure recovery for single level store

based consistent and durable data structures. Software based

redo/undo logging mechanisms cause cache pollution because

of additional memory operations. JUSTDO logging [8] min-

imized log size by each thread storing only the most recent

store instruction executed within the failure atomic section.

After failure, execution resumes at the last store instruction

and executes the failed atomic section to completion. Most

logging and versioning techniques use underlying architectural

persistent barriers in their implementation. Wan Hu, et al.

[25] compared the performance of redo and undo logging in

persistent memory using PMDK. In this paper, we present

a comprehensive comparison across different architectural

alternatives with architectural insights and root-cause analysis.

Hardware and system software: Twizzler [2], an operating

system designed for NVM, uses a data centric approach where

memory objects reside in global object space and pointers

are interpreted based on objects of residence as opposed to

classical virtual addressing techniques. Kannan et al. [17]

extended the OS virtual memory subsystem and exposed NVM

as a memory node. In this scheme, each persistent object

mapped to NVM pages is identified by an object identifier and

logging is used to ensure consistency of OS data structures,

objects and object meta-data.

All software based failure atomic solutions invariably incur

the flush+fence overheads. Joshi et al. [5] have proposed

hardware based undo logging by extending the cache controller

to enforce write ordering. Zhao et al. [35] enabled in-place

update to data structures without logging by ensuring order of

writes to NVM using intelligent cache flush operations at the

hardware level. Another requirement for recovery correctness

after a failure is to reason about the order of writes to persistent

memory. Steven et al. [36] proposed a memory persistence

model to reason about the persist order after a failure. The

authors have equated the order viewed by a recovery observer

as a constraint on the persist order. The persist order can be

relaxed in the same way as memory consistency model for

better performance [37]. We believe, the comparative analysis
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presented in this paper will be useful in future research striving

for efficient data consistency mechanisms for NVM systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

Application state recovery in a consistent manner with NVM

systems requires data consistency mechanisms supported by

underlying architectural primitives like flush and fence. In

this paper, we empirically analyzed the performance overhead

of data consistency methods on x86-64 and Arm64. The study

shows that the performance overhead of methods depends

upon the nature of workload, proportion of read-to-write

operations and working set size. The study also reaffirms

that the usage of serializations operations such as sfence
to enforce order of writes to NVM contributes significantly

to the performance overhead for all data consistency methods.

We observed that while clwb benefits applications with cache

locality, it may not be always advantageous to use clwb over

clflushopt for better performance. For example, clwb
benefits redo log schemes while clflush or clflushopt
performs better than clwb for some cases with undo log. The

study concludes that, the selection of data consistency methods

should be decided on a case-by-case basis depending on the

workload characteristics.
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